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About This Game

Pew Pew Rocket is a beautiful and spectacular space survival shoot em up with a
twist, Instead of lasers and explosions, it combines a beat style game-play such as

guitar hero and beautiful firework effects to have you mesmerized!
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Pew Pew Rocket mixes 2 great games into one amazing concept.

Relaxing and fast, beautiful and deadly. This game is not like any other!

-The game includes 8 levels each with its unique song to jam to and scoring system.
-A wide range of enemy ships and bosses will keep things interesting each time.

-Each level is random and no level acts the same leading to plenty of replay value.
-The game will also include full controller support and achievements.

what are you waiting for?
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pew pew rocket. pew pew rocket steam

Great game to while away some spare time with.. played for 1/5 hour and i like it form your journey by your actions nice art and
music
sadly i must sleep now but i will coninue my journey tommorow
hi, so after 4hours i finished the game seems a little short to me
i like this concept and now its early acces so hope for more planets and stories to come
overall i am glad i got this i will replay it in the future keep up the good works devs

greetz,

gameplay 08/10
story 08/10
art 10/10
music 08/10. This game is easily the worst of the four main Pajama Sam games. I know these are meant for children but I
absolutely adored Humongous Entertainment games as a child because they didn't talk down to me. This one is nothing like it's
predecessors.

Also, it won't work on my Windows 10 PC. I was only able to play this years ago on my Macbook Pro so I can't even go into
great detail about everything I didn't like. So, I definitely recommend any other Pajama Sam game or even any Humongous
Entertainment game over this one. I assume most people are buying the bundle so in the end you'll be stuck with a game that
doesn't work. It's been 4 years without a fix to make it run or even a dev update acknowledging this.. Stay away from this game.
It is greedy pay to win company. Also looks like it is closing shop. If you look in discussion you can see people asking about
this. Go try Tactical Monsters Rumble Arena. That is more generous game that give 200 gems every 3-4 days in their facebook
page if you leave a comment and share which is worth $2. Not the low tier monsters and fruits they give every few days on
Forge of Gods facebook page, before they stop posting that is practically worthless. Forge of gods only take from their players
and not give anything good.. So save your money. Now I go to Forge of Gods and give it 1 last look.. I love the soundtrack and
artdesign in this game so It's a must have for me. Also I really want to support the devs who made such an awesome game!.
Around a year after first release and several updates latter the game only now feels like a halfhearted successor to Operation
Genesis. Many things about this game scream cheap tie-in or mobile game that one way or another got a much bigger budget
and an AAA price tag. This isn't to say the game is totally unenjoyable, but issues such as dinosaurs being one of the most
boring parts of the game due to reused animations and lack of any real variety outside of models and paint jobs for most along
with no real park customization means the enjoyment you get out of the first few hours will be replaced by a stagnant repetitive
grind as you stare at the same handful of buildings and dinosaurs. ( there may be over 50 dinos but less then half are useful or
worth having in your park) All hope may not be lost as the devs and community haven't abandoned the game and updates still
come regularly with the promise this game may one day be a great game, but we live in the present and the promise the game
MIGHT be worth it in a few months or years means less then nothing. This is only further complicated by games DLC, although
far from EA levels of egregiousness when the most common complaint of your game is lack of variety of dinosaurs, missing
features, and feeling over all unfinished just lumping some new dinos into DLC packs is most certainly going to step on some
peoples toes. Finally the community, granted it is unfair to blame the devs for this but they have their hand in the games
problems as well. The majority of the community are perfectly fine, but some how the jurassic franchise or perhaps prehistoric
animals in general breeds one of the most toxic and defensive fan bases i have seen that only attempts to stomp out any criticism
of the game regardless of legitimacy (often with strawmen or goal post moving) , turns more players away from the game, and
scares off possible future players.

In Short
A incredibly shallow game with the chance to improve only further hurt by devs that on the surface seem like they only want to
cash in and cash out and a rapidly obnoxious subset of its fan base who will tolerate no negativity or criticism to the game. Only
worth getting on sale. Check out the video I made for this game, contains my experience pretty much:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/X9FdH9H_4Jw

Let me start this review with one thing.

It's so nice to see a priced game in the newly released section of steam that doesn't make me frustrated after playing it. The title
screen isn't very visually appealing and the main character gives me a chuckle with how silly he looks, but then you get to the
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actual gameplay and it's there where you realize this game has a lot of potential. This is a game that, as far as I can tell, was
made by one guy, probably utilizing a game creating engine of sorts but that's besides the point.

The gameplay is just fun. It's actually fun. It's so damn refreshing to see a newly released indie game that's fun. The game plays
out like a 3D runner version of guitar hero as you press keys to a beat and dodge obstacles and collect the little shapes to keep
the music playing. I had fun with the included tracks, and actually making my own level by importing a song from my computer
was fun as hell. Properly making a level does take time as you have to manually go into the song file and ad little ticks for each
beat (per instrument type) to accurately get a good representation in the level. I rushed the level I made yet even still I had a
blast playing it and beating it. My only complaint is there's no checkpoint system that I know of, and songs can be kind of long
(3-5 mins in length) so having to beat it all in one go can be rough, especially if you're trying to collect ALL the shapes to keep
that steady music flow. Perhaps there's an appeal to some in a challenge like this, but it was a tad bit much to me. Maybe make
it an optional setting of sorts?

The game's graphics aren't the most visually pleasing. I'm not sure if the creator used recycled assets from the game engine they
used or made their own. Either way the graphics work, they're not the greatest, but they work. If they were made by the creator
himself, then they're a very good start that he could approve on later.

I really hope a community of sorts can form around your game because that's what will really keep the game alive. If you have a
community creating song maps via the level editor for people to download off the workshop or something, kinda like geometry
dash, then there's a lot of replayability here. Maybe in the future you can complicate the levels a bit more too like how geometry
dash does. More obstacles, maybe add vehicle sections or something? Upside down portions? Idk. Its up to you man on how you
wanna go with your game. Just giving advice.

Overall I enjoyed this game and I hope it does well for you man. Anyone considering buying this game? I'd recommend it.. This
is a copy of my review for the original game. Most of my time is going into that one. For now.

There are few things new buyers should be aware of:

1. This game is not in any shape or form similar to Transport Tycoon. You won't be optimizing routes, building long-lasting
production chains, planning complex routes for dozens upon dozens vehicles, etc, etc. Instead you will be managing up to 15
not-so-smart trucks making sure they can fulfill demands of each and every town you find. Which can get a bit hectic.

2. This game is for patient people. You probably won't experience the real difficulty it can throw at you for a while (and by
that I mean many hours of preparation and unlocking every tool the game can offer you)

3. Many reviews mention "having to overcome UI", well, it got much better. And it keeps improving. In all honesty, being late to
the party, I haven't had much trouble with figuring it out.

4. This is not an achievement spam game. Each and any of the achievements require work. Sure, some are extremely easy, but
some others are very hard.
As for the game itself, it's the most addicting purchase I made in years. After playing for few hours I just bought everything
that was available at the moment, because I knew I'll play it eventually. It might not be for everyone, probably far from it,
but it's a great game if you can see its charm.
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It's a fun game. You are the fairy servent of a prince, and you go to the mortal realm of veronawhen your Prince disappears.
From There you are in the world of Shakespeare, interacting with his characters

The game is easy to play and while there is lots to read, you won't be slaving away trying to find endings. They are all easy to
find. The romances are sweet too. I managed to romance tybalt from romeo and juliet.. i'm Sorry but No..just No..even as a
Brony Not Even my Little Sister .Would play or like this game. decent game, but has a nice soundtrack. but only buy it if its on
sale tho. I received a coupon for 50% and decided to give it a try. At first glance the game is pretty well built ( By this I mean it
runs with absolutely no problems and have not experienced any lag issues at all ). I also was entertained by the game play for
about 5-10 minutes and then grew bored of the combat system. The game seems kind of empty to me as there are very few
enemy variations ( even different color pallettes could help with this ). The shortness of the game is not an issue to me because a
beat-em-up shouldnt take longer than 1:30 to complete from start to finish. All in all I really wouldn't recommend buying this
game even for $4 unless some improvements were made to the game.

Possible things to improve (Each of these things should be done if possible)
- More than one playable character for story mode (Unlocks after completing easy mode first)
-Change the health regeneration system so theres actual health pick-ups (This helps to make the game feel less empty)
-Breakable items that may or may not contain weapons and health pick-ups
-Enemy Variation
-Movesets of playable characters

The moveset of Tim Burr is pretty basic which caused me to become bored of the gameplay pretty quickly. If I had more than a
few ways to deal with single and multiple enemies I wouldnt mind the amount of repetition you get in this game.

Lastly, comparing this game to streets of rage is truthfully an injustice.... Dear developers, your game is unique, but few people
play it. Can you add that inboood good to play was even more pleasant?
. Easy Achiviements and with cards but unfinished project.
. Challenging and serious fun! Glad i bought it
looking forward to the full version :). At first it looks cheap but then you realize it's actually a very fun game with has a lot to
offer.. This game looked really cool. But then you start to play it. And its actually really bad. Like a 5 year old could beat this
easily without getting scared, IF they could find the right resolution. I would rather burn 5$ and huff the fumes then play this
game.. I voted no, but I'd vote neutral if given the option.

Pros:
- Setting
- Voice acting
- Decent character variety

Cons:
- Short campaign
- Relies on steep difficulty curves to drag out gameplay
- Little variety
- You spend more time sneaking around than you do actually playing the strategy portion of the game
- Buggy & unpolished
- Limited viability in the chracter choices. You either choose the ones who can CC or you lose.
- Cliff-hanger ending

Hit up that Tutorial - This is not your average space shooter.:

Just a heads up! you may want to read the tutorial (go to play game and click on the question mark)

The way you kill enemies is a bit different to how you might think.

You will enjoy the game allot more when you know what to do.
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Thanks!. Collectable Items Available:
Market: https://steamcommunity.com/market/search?appid=1026030

There will very limited amount of these. So this is more for the Steam collectors!. Final Trailer Released! Be sure to check
out the beautiful insanity.:

I am pleased to announce that the final game-play trailer is up and ready to view.

Some things are still going to change in the final product but the trailer will show you what you can expect and how the game
will look, I hope you guys like what you see. Thanks!
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